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It is assumed that the frequency of changing the cipher key of a signalling connection is
not a major obstacle.



6.6.4 6.6.4    Cipher key selection

Because of the separate mobility management for CS and PS services, the USIM establishes cipher
keys with both the CS and the PS core network nodes. Currently two options are considered for the
selection of the cipher key:service domains. The conditions on the use of these cipher keys in the user
and control planes are given below.

6.6.4.1 Option 1: Two key solutionUser plane

The CS user data connections are ciphered with themost recent cipher key CKCSagreed between the
user and the 3G CS core network node. established between the user and the 3G CS core network
service domain and identified in the security mode setting procedure. The PS user data connections are
ciphered with themost recently cipher key CKPS agreedestablished between the user and the 3G PS core
network service domain and identified in the security mode setting procedure. node. The (common)
signalling data connections are ciphered with the most recently cipher key established between the user
and the

6.6.4.2           Control plane

network, i.e., the youngest of CKCS and CKPS. This requires that the cipherWhen a security mode
setting procedure is performed, the cipher/integrity key set by this procedure is applied to the signalling
plane, what ever core network service domain is specified in the procedure. This may require that the
cipher/integrity key of an (already ciphered/integrity protected) ongoing signalling connection is
changed. This change should be completed within five seconds after an authentication and key
establishment protocol has been executed.

6.6.4.2           Option 2: One key solution

All connections (CS user data, PS user data and signalling data) are ciphered with the most recently
cipher key CK agreed between the user and either one of the core network nodes. This requires that the
cipher key of any (already ciphered) ongoing connection is changed. This change should be completed
within five seconds after an authentication an key establishment protocol has been executed.


